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CLOTHING

Type R Cap
A must have for the true Type R petrolhead.
This baseball cap features a bold R-logo print
on the front. Complemented by subtle red
pinstriping around the edges and a bright red
closing strap, this cap certainly stands out.

Made of cotton twill and a metal buckle.
€ 22,39
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T-Shirt
This unique garment with a round neck is
finished in a black diamond design pattern
and features the Type R logo on the side and
on the end of both sleeves. Finished in 100%
polyester, this durable T-shirt will retain its
shape at all times.

Made of 100% polyester.
Available in sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL and XXXL
€ 39,59

Type R Polo Men
This unique garment is finished in a black
diamond design pattern and features the
Type R logo on the side. Finished in 100%
polyester, this durable polo will retain its
shape at all times .

Made of 100% polyester.
Available in sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL and XXXL
€ 47,34
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ACCESSORIES

Type R Pen

Vacuum flask

These high quality pocket-sized ballpoint pens are

This durable stainless steel vacuum flask can

finished in a tyre shaped pattern along with the

carry your favourite hot or cold drink at all times.

Type R logo in white.

This stylish bottle is finished in matte black and

One set consists out of 5 pens.

the Type R logo is proudly featured on the side.

Made of ABS.
€ 28,99 (5pcs)

Capacity: 450 ml.
Made of 90% stainless steel and 10% plastic.
€ 30,92
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Umbrella
Be prepared for that unexpected shower with
this high quality, solid umbrella. This umbrella
is foreseen with a quick release button on
the handle and features the Type R logo.
Diameter: 105cm.

Made of 100% polyester.
€ 36,49

Keychain (5pcs)
Make heads turn next time you pull out your
bunch of keys with this one of a kind designed
keychain. Finished in soft PVC, this 2D
designed Type R logo will for sure cause no
damage to your key contact when driving in a
spirited way.

Made of soft PVC.
€ 28,22 (5pcs)

Type R Watch
Inspired by the success of previous edition, this redesigned limited edition watch is a true homage to one
of our most beloved sports car, the Type R. This high end chronographe has a steel case with a matte black
bezel. The dial of this unique is twofolded. The inner dial features a honeycomb print while the outer dial ring
ofsets the traditional white hour marks in a creative way with a central red R-logo. This watch comes with a
black tire-shaped silicone bracelet with red stitching. Water resistant: 10 ATM.

Made of steel and mineral glass.
€ 232,39 (watch)
€ 40,60 (watch band)
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04

Cap

08MLW-20R-CAP

05

T-Shirt S

08MLW-20R-TSHS

05

T-Shirt M

08MLW-20R-TSHM

05

T-Shirt L

08MLW-20R-TSHL

05

T-Shirt XL

08MLW-20R-TSHXL

05

T-Shirt 2XL

08MLW-20R-TSH2X

05

T-Shirt 3XL

08MLW-20R-TSH3X

05

Polo S

08MLW-20R-PS

05

Polo M

08MLW-20R-PM

05

Polo L

08MLW-20R-PL

05

Polo XL

08MLW-20R-PXL

05

Polo 2XL

08MLW-20R-P2XL

05

Polo 3XL

08MLW-20R-P3XL

06

Pen (5pcs)

08MLW-20R-PEN

06

Vacuum flask

08MLW-20R-FLASK

07

Umbrella

08MLW-20R-UMB

07

Keychain (5pcs)

08MLW-20R-KEY

08

Type R watch

08MLW-20R-WATCH

08

Type R watch band

08MLW-20R-WBAND

All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only and actual products may vary due to product enhancement or change.
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These specification details do not apply to any particular product which is supplied or offered for sale. The manufacturers reserve the right to vary their specifications, including colours, with or without notice and at such times in such manner as they think fit. Major as well as minor
changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. This publication shall not constitute in any circumstances whatsoever an offer by the Company to any person. All sales are made by the Distributor or
Dealer concerned subject to and with the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sale and Warranty given by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained from them on request. Whilst efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and
printed several months in advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision of a particular feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specification details with the supplying
Dealer especially if your model selection is dependent upon one of the features advertised.
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